
Dialogue with our Angel N°38          of April 24th 2015

"Attachment and guilt, the two handcuffs of the matrix"
&

 "The rebellion of the Black Shadows"

Unable to answer individually to the hundreds of e-mails that we received after the publication of
our last dialogue and even if we study a number with great interest, we have now returned to give
up answering the uncountable questions of the readers. It is impossible to us to solve the existential
questions of all the people who ask for our help. However, among the requests which are sent to us,
some will serve as weft for the writing of our next publications.

We knew that the dialogue with our Angel n°37 would have repercussions among the readership,
but we were far from suspecting the number of people who would find themselves through our
experiences. We were also able to notice that the transcriptions of our adventures do not interest
anymore this part of the readership, who prefers to remain in the comfort of a progress "STS", that
is in the Service to Self.

The question  of  the  black  Shadows was an  extremely  delicate  subject  to  deal  with.  We could
develop it only by being completely freed from any attachment and guilt to others, because we
could not allow to let ourselves be influenced by the fears and the susceptibility of each anymore.

We warn then again that as long as the reader did not experiment himself situations comparable to
those  which  we  describe  in  the  dialogues,  it  will  be  almost  impossible  for  him  to  take  our
experiences seriously. It will be even difficult for him to accept our progress and to understand what
we are getting at, thinking maybe that our testimonies are science fiction or pure invention. We
understand them completely because we ourselves needed to free us from the dogma of beliefs and
conventional sciences, to being able to reach other realities of existence. These had let us believe
that  the  brain  was  the  master  of  the  Consciousness,  while  in  reality,  it  is  only  the  filter
receiver/transmitter of an infinitely superior Consciousness.

The ego -  integral function of the brain - has for role to regulate the flow of Light-Information
reaching the brain, according to the intelligence of the individual, that is of what he is capable of
accepting and of integrating.

That  the  sceptical  reader  manages  to  conceive  our  real-life  transdimensionnal  experiences  as
another potential of the truth, can however imagine it only through his intellect. However, it is only
from this moment, that he will offer himself new potentialities of reality in his life. Or then, he can
only think that our narratives are science fiction and that we are crazy. Or! We are only sharing our
everyday life and our reality …

To forge ahead, it is thus a question of showing a great open-mindedness as shows it this e-mail
which we received:
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" Hello,

I  have  been  following  you  for  two  or  three  months  by  going  back  in  time,  reding  the
transcribed dialogues and I am interested to receive your new publications. I made shared
the link of your website to a friend by telling her that that seemed nuts and at the same time
to touch something deep. She agreed on both points ahah! It’s difficult to understand our
nature, so attractive and repulsive at the same time. Your experience allows to accept the
both facets and I am willing to follow it with you. "

Is not the Ascension - among others - to open the access to other realities? Even the biggest New
Age gurus claim it. But when somebody discovers how to proceed and begins to experiment, to live
the transition process, well no! Again, he is seriously rejected, denigrated, and taken for a fool...

The individuals who choose to remain in the Service of One "STS", will never experiment what we
describe because to pass in transit in 4th dimension " STS ", they will not need it. And with great
difficulty,  the  one  who  has  access  to  his  multidimensionality,  will  have  to  choose  to  feed  his
predator " STS " or decide to open to his Higher Self" STO " (in the Service to Others) bringing him
towards superior dimensions of existence. In view of our own experiences, we show that the tests
which are proposed to us - the initiations - are formidable but not insuperable.

For those who fail to transcend their fear, their ignorance, their denial and their human plans of
thought, they will refuse themselves the access to this frequency of consciousness " STO " of 5 th et
6th dimension. By this fact, they will never manage to materialize themselves them own and new
future which would have allowed them to get loose from the common future of humanity, that of the
entropic future dedicated to the destruction.

Our current humanity is comparable to a train without brakes launched on rails, tumbling in an
abyss.  Every  traveller  is  warned of  the  imminence  of  the disaster  and has  the choice  between
several possibilities, which are:

- Ignore the warning of the controller,

- Trust the program " love and light " of the present New Age clergyman / guru in the train,

- Gather volunteers to look for a solution to stop this wild train (impracticable because far too late),

- Or then, try to extract himself from the fatal outcome of the disaster by extricating himself from
the train before it crashes in the abyss.

In this last case, there is a new possibility of future for the one who had the courage to jump off the
train and who consequently got away from the program "disaster", to whom are subjected all the
passengers of the train.

Those who by virtue of their free will choose to stay in the train by ignorance, denial, comfort,
credulity or fear of jumping at the risk of dying from it, go then inexorably to their death. But the
one who ventures to jump, has chances of survival even if he breaks himself a limb. Warned of the
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inevitable future of the train (by the Knowledge (the Information), he will create a new potential of
future – an " alternative future " - exactly just like an individual who, having made the effort to go
to look himself for the Information (Knowledge), included how to apply it, offers himself the
Transition in 4th dimension " STO ".

Thus, the individuals who will have chosen to jump off the train -  by accepting the risk of being
hurt (work of karmic liberation) - will find themselves probably very few to have survived the fall
of the train in the abyss. They will have understood that by agreeing to change their beliefs and their
behaviour of human beings of 3D, they will know how to create a new future for themselves, in
other words their New World, another alternative of reality which breaks up of that of the humanity
in the course of extinction.

Everything is a question of choice and nobody is to be blamed. Those who follow their " STS " fate
-  who stay  in  the  train  -  will  be reincarnated  and will  dive  back simply  into  their  "beautiful"
illusions. Whereas the "STO" -  those who have had the courage to jump - will choose their own
future...

***

Even if we inevitably stay in the Service to Self "STS" due to our human nature, our consciousness
walks from now on the path to the " Service to Others - STO " or at least, we are doing our best to
get ready for the big jump in our new reality when it will materialize.

As "pilgrims STO ", we have the duty to be true, honest and the most explicit possible to pass on
the teachings of the Angel. And even if sometimes we were deceived, deluded by the predatory
authorities of 4th dimension " STS ", we did always our best.

From our  impartiality,  it  is  clear  that  Sand  have  our  outspokenness  which  can  sometimes  be
puzzling, even displeasing to some, but we are conscious that the progress in "STO" admits no half-
measure. It demands a real commitment and requires  whatever it costs us, to concretize all our
awareness in our everyday life.

Acquiring Knowledge is useless if we do not put it into practice!

In view of what brews in our environment, we observe that many people will prefer to adopt an
infinitely more comfortable  and reassuring behaviour  of the "  Service to Self  "  during the big
Transition. And it is so!

To reach the superior dimensions of consciousness " STO " is thus impossible for those who doubt
themselves and for those who do not dare to face their own limitations.

Our transparency, our integrity to others and our intransigence to ourselves assure our "strength". It
stimulates us and undertakes us to walk frankly and at the same time, motivates us to accompany
through our narratives, those who really try to progress to the " Service to Others - STO ".

We were so submerged by a multitude of e-mails of thanks… and by two deregistration’s resulting
from our personal circle.
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This time again, friends turned away from us. Sometimes the paths of some and others part for the
benefaction of all. Once again, no man is a prophet in his own country and even less in his circle of
acquaintances. We bitterly learnt it in our depend. The path of the liberation for our sovereignty in
4th dimension " STO " is not for the undecided and does not grant shortcuts. It is done alone in Soul
and in consciousness or sometimes with one or more companions who have the necessary courage
"to travel" on the same frequency of resonance.

Krishnamurti understood it well, that is why he was little surrounded. Castaneda had experienced
this solitude as well, Anton Parks still testifies of it at the beginning of his last book,  Laura Knight
explains the reasons in great detail in her work and we " Sand and Jenaël ", give evidence of it and
experience it again today.

In this new dialogue, we are going to deepen the subject of the black Shadows which some also
perceived in the form of " white bodies ". And in this connection, we invite our readers to browse
the  testimonies  of  François,  Martine,  Marcelo  and  Doris  whom  we  inserted  into  the  tab  "
"Témoignages- Résonance" " on our website. They too under various forms, had to deal with the
customs officers of the matrix " STS ". We are thus going to continue by relating again of our
experiences which arose after our last publication.

From the publication of the article, we were subject to a curious presentiment. We already knew this
sensation because we had felt it during our important work of karmic liberation with our former
landowner. But this time, this feeling became stranger still. We felt a kind of internal vacuity which
obviously expressed itself in our environment. Were they the beginnings of something?

We didn’t have to wait long to discover it...

Making updates in our listing of newsletter, we read the e-mail of a person dissatisfied with our
revelations because she had just acquired a crystal skull at more than 3000 €. In questioning with
regard to the legitimacy of her purchase, she asked us to justify our information.

When we realized that many e-mails asked for our opinion on such or such thing, as for example to
justify us our sources, Jenaël got surprisingly angry.

He had just realized that a channel of predation was bustling. He legitimized his resentment, tired to
have to answer to all these people who doubted everything and asked for proofs of our revelations.
We noticed that some among them were inhabited unmistakably by the predation of 4th dimension,
quite simply because they refrain from trusting their own intuition. They are only struggling with
themselves, incapable to admit that the experience which they are living, should teach a lesson to
them to widen their Knowledge.

To answer them by trying to justify us does not do a service to them. Worse, it opens inevitably a
channel to the predation " STS " which serves only to take away us a considerable amount of energy
and to divert us from interesting questions which were asked by other readers.

In a few moments, this surprising rise of anger emptied Jenaël of his energy, until he trembled with
all his being.

He tells:
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" I was in such a bad shape that I had to stretch out on the sofa. Suffering from pains in the belly, I
quickly sank into a state of semi-sleep. This is when I perceived numerous forms which fussed
around me, by pouring a strong vibration of anger. " STS " Beings of 4th dimension of a couple of
"New Age" shamans a guard of several crystal skulls was present in particular. They exhaled their
resentment  by  blaming  me  for  destroying  their  business.  Other  expanding  entities  of  a  very
recognizable Dracos energy, exulted their fury because we had just revealed the secret function of
sensors of Souls of pyramids (See diag. 37).

In no time at all the room where Sand and I worked, was invaded by more than twenty entities of
any quality, which represented the anger and the dissatisfaction of those who refute predation which
they exercise on others. In a trance, I explained to them quite naturally that I respected their "STS "
Being but that I did not belong to their world. I did not judge them but in the name of my Higher
Self, I did not authorize them to continue to fret. They too had the choice to walk in "STO".

After a while, most of these entities withdrew by disappearing in a kind of crack which I perceived"
floating in the air ", just above the screen where Sand and I were used to work on.

I had just had the confirmation that internet represented a magnificent highway to convey the " STS
" predators of 4th dimension.

(Sand  and  I  already  understood  that  the  predation  could  act  by  means  of  telephonic
communications because repeatedly and according to the people who called us, we were obliged to
stretch out, exhausted by certain conversations " from the 3rd dimension ".)

When most of these entities had disappeared, three of them however remained near me. Always in
my half-sleep, I had perceived that they looked for our company but for other reason. They resulted
from worlds of the astral and were not present to frighten us or pump us our energy. They looked
simply to take advantage of our vibration of resonance. In good conscience, I accepted then their
presence.

Finally,  I  fell  asleep  of  a  profound  repairing  sleep  to  wake  me  two  hours  later  completely
disorientated and subject to a diarrhoea! The energetic attack of these angry predators had all effects
even on my intestines! "

***

We knew indubitably that any attack resulting from the predation of 4th dimension - may they
be reptilian, insectoids or generated by Greys- has its reason for being and is "authorized" by
our Higher Self  to  teach us  a  lesson.  In  this  case,  we had seized  that  these  black  Shadows
represented the predators of 4thdimension " STS " situated in the antimatter, who concretize the
other unconscious aspects and transdimensionnal of " I am " of an individual. In other words, these
rebel forms-thoughts resulting from the predation of 4th dimension " STS " use the dissatisfaction of
the readers whom our revelations annoyed, " as canal " to try to reach us.

Having said that, another facet of the experience was not lifted yet, which nevertheless was the most
important. We had understood by which way the black Shadows intervened in our environment and
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how they show themselves to us. Now, it was a question of discovering what the weakness in Jenaël
that allowed this attack.

However, at this stage we were still lacking information. Something in the karmic process which
Jenaël had not seen yet, had allowed the raid of this predators' armada in his field of energy. The
answer to this mystery appeared only several days later. We shall return there a little later in the text
to  respect  the  chronology  of  the  events,  because  it  has  us  needed  to  live  several  consecutive
situations for Understanding the whole puzzle.

The next day, always subjects to this " impression of isolation ", Sand and I, still convalescents,
went for a walk to have a break and take the sun. We thought of having quiet walk, but we do not
always do what we believe to do.

On a mountain path, we fell on a farm-hamlet which at first sight seemed uninhabited. However,
there  was a  henhouse,  a  sheepfold,  a  park  with  cow strewed with  numerous  dungs.  The main
building appeared in full repair, one scaffold decorated the facade, windows and the shutters seemed
new.  But  strangely,  there  was  no  living  soul,  neither  hens,  nor  cattle,  nor  dogs,  nor  cat,  and
obviously no human being.

Called out by this  mystery,  we remained to explore the place for a good moment to turn back
finally. On the return, subject to a strange feeling, Sand threw at me:

- " I have the sensation that we indicate us something. Do you not have the impression that we show
us that there is still nobody in this region in 4th dimension " STO "?

- I answered to her:

- " Sand, do you believe that people want to feel what we are going through? They are so much used
to  their  comfortable  and  reassuring  attachments  in  the  matrix,  they  reject  the  idea  to  have  to
abandon their beliefs and get rid of their programs to be able to go out of their confinement.

They would already have to recognize their captivity before wanting to look for the way to escape
from their prison. It is also a question of having carried out a sacred path to realize that our deepest
fear is to ignore how to take advantage of our freedom, once emancipated from the matrix.

Did  not  you  also  notice  that  the  "tepid  “individuals  who  are  lacking  will,  hesitating,
accommodating,  susceptible,  uncertain of themselves disappear from our environment? It  is not
because they do not appreciate us, but they prefer to go away from us simply because they are not
still ready to get rid of their beliefs and their human functioning allowing them to get loose from the
matrix " STS ". They are simply afraid of defying the crossing " of the emptiness " which leads to
the consciousness of 4th dimension. "

Obviously over the moment, plunged into our reflections, we had not realized that we had just
crossed a dimensional door and that this farm divested of life, augured the future.

In the evening, in search of answers we questioned our Supraconsciousness.
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Question to the Angel:

We had already lived a similar feeling but never with such an intensity. We know perfectly
well that we are led to feel this emptiness because we could give way to what exists in an
instant. However, although we feel neither depressed, nor anxious, from an outside point of
view (3D), our psychic state could be akin to a form of depression, if not alienation.

We feel unmistakably that few are the ones who are called to walk in "STO" and whom many
would not bear to have to surpass such a test of vacuity.

Is it a premonition or does this space results only from our imagination? And what means this
existential nothingness around us?

A good number of individuals experiment at the moment this existential void because they feel, just
like you, the detachment with regard to the matrix and the collapse of their beliefs/illusions of 3 rd

dimension.  However,  there  are  still  who  dare  not  begin  this  passage  because  in  the  human
unconscious, this vacuity is similar to death. This crossing is terrible for the human psyche because
the ego is losing all its reassuring marks and cannot cling to anything anymore.

In the world of the 3rd dimension, this state of being or this sensation of loss of marks is named
"derealization" by the psychiatric medicine. Characterized as a change of the perception, the outside
world appears as strange, unreal, abstract. Perceived as a negative condition, these symptoms are
disconcerting and alarming for the individual who cannot understand what happens to him.

This distortion of the perception corresponds to a temporary disconnection of your psyche to the
reality of your world of 3rd dimension and prepares you to support the frequencies of 4th dimension.
Therefore, you can feel strange, useless, indifferent, selfless, empty, feel a loss of desire because
suddenly your environment seems superficial to you ... It is the "illusions" which previously gave
rhythm to your life and organized your reality, which collapse suddenly.

This kind of psychic disconnection results from the actual dissolution of the programs linking you
to the matrix. It is a brutal deprogramming of most of the conscious and unconscious plans which
conditioned the individual in the world of 3rd dimension. Finding himself suddenly left to his own
devices, he finds himself destabilized, worried and realizes that, not knowing how to react "like
before"  anymore,  he  finds  himself  lost  in  the  face  of  meaningless  situations.  This  existential
nothingness  is  the  compulsory  passage  to  prepare  you  for  the  Transition  in  4 th dimension  of
existence.

In  psychosociology,  this  feeling  of  space  -  the  derealization  -  is  described  as  an
alienation  of  the  individual,  in  other  words  a  state  of  psychosis  generating  anxiety.  This
psychological state remains recurring and numerous people when one way or another their daily
routine break, further to a shock, an intense stress or during an important awareness. So, people who
repressed  this  feeling  of  existential  void  by  their  familial  and  professional  activities  (the
conditioning), lost all the reassuring marks which kept them in their comforting and comfortable
illusions.
Consequently, this temporary "break" causes in the psyche of the individual, the feeling to become
foreign  to  himself,  to  its  environment,  as  well  as  to  society.  To alienate,  "  to  be crazy ",  (the
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depersonalization),  means  being  situated  outside  of  the  programmes  of  the  everyday  life,  the
society, going out of the prison of the "I", to stop identifying as...

Exactly in language of birds,  let  us see the word "alienation".  This one decomposes itself  into
"alien" and "nation". "Alien" means: foreign or extra-terrestrial. "Nation" is defined by a grouping
of people living in the same country and sharing the same culture, the same traditions. Amazing is
that not it?

In the moments when this feeling of void was reflected around you, it is that somewhere you roam
in the alien-nation, that is you soaked in "foreign" frequencies of 4th dimension which are more and
more emergent and supplant those of the 3rd dimension. These high frequencies can drive someone
crazy, if they resist the change. There will be moreover more and more case of madness in your
society.

By  freeing  you  from  your  "handcuffs"  by  your  intense  "  internal  work  "  and  your  quest  of
Knowledge, you raised drastically your frequencies of resonance. You fell yourselves thus in this "
state of derealization " because you "flirted" in a way with the frequencies of 4th dimension.

This existential  void arises when the emotional approaches the zero point,  the neutrality.  In 3rd

dimension, it is the feelings and the unbalanced emotions which colour and liven up life. But when
the frequencies of 4th dimension begin to affect the emotional of an individual, they create an
imbalance in his psyche which has absolutely nothing to do with any psychiatric symptom.
When these frequencies of 4th dimension of existence will be stabilized in his DNA, thanks to the
fulfilment of a laborious and conscientious " internal work ", these discordant feelings will stop
tormenting him and governing him. His neo-reality of 4th dimension will be governed by a " new
neutral and well-balanced emotional ", where the responsibility of his Being " STO " will outdo and
govern the human and non-human relationships.

If  at  present  these  transdimensionnal  frequencies  affect  your  biology  and  your  psyche,  it  is
important not to become alarmed and to let this mutation operate. These symptoms correspond to
important transformations in your DNA which affect the functioning of your consciousness.

The  frequencies  which  affect  you  in  these  circumstances,  confine  you  in  a  kind  of  
Passage, a sieve similar to the one that borrows the deceased when their consciousness leaves their
body of  3rd dimension and passes  in  transit  towards  dimensions  of  the astral.  However,  at  the
moment,  you  are  carrying  out  this  transfer  towards  the  frequency  of  4th dimension  with  your
physical body.

As regards with your psychic functioning and your mental balance, it is normal, if I may say so, that
no matter what you do, you find no real interest in anything anymore. Until now, as individual of
3rd dimension " STS ", you " were motivated to act for something, for a purpose ", because
you still succeeded in projecting, anticipating or imagining a future to try to be in control of it
(for example to build a project). You acted so by the will of the ego so that - the idea or the desire
which expresses itself through the thought - materializes, densifies, in answer to your thought... This
is  a human behaviour inherent to the programming " STS " of 3rd dimension, which leads the
projection of plans of thoughts / beliefs of past in the future.
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The disappearance of material desire is bound to the dissolution of the egotistical will, the need to
possess, the need to make for or because of... This need to possess and to become identified with the
"material" aspect,  is  the perfect example of a psychic programming led by the predators of 4 th

dimension " STS " and of whom the human being is not conscious.

The  frequencies  of  4th dimension  authorize  no  more  anticipation,  nor  project.
However, the creation / creativity will always express itself but in a new way, which for now
remains very difficult to conceive for the human mind of 3rd dimension.

To give you an example, in 4th dimension of consciousness, when an idea forms in your psyche,
these  new frequencies  ask  you  to  act  at  once,  in  an  instant  ",  now,"  in  the  present  moment,
unguardedly to the consequences.

This  idea /  intention is  transformed then immediately into a  movement of energy realizing the
object of the intention, determining your potential of creation / creativity. To become creative in 4 th

dimension, it thus is about acting / putting into action as soon as an idea forms in your spirit, then to
let the energy do its work without anticipating or imagining how your idea will come true in the
future.  To do it, it is necessary to be completely freed from the plans of thought, from your
habits,  from your beliefs,  from your conditionings /  reflexes belonging to your past of 3rd

dimension STS.

The 4th dimension of consciousness thus authorizes no more anticipation nor projection because
these were a conception of the human mind appropriate to the 3rd dimension, involving a notion of
linear time which "mathematically" reduced all the " future potential " in single future.

While  waiting  to  experiment  these  new  frequencies  of  4th dimension,  know  that  you  will  be
gradually brought to become used to lose the spatiotemporal marks which gave rhythm to your
everyday life.

Nevertheless, because the big global Transition is not finalized yet, what has just been said is at the
moment is only theory to help you understand why you are experimenting these spatiotemporal
disconnections which come true in your psyche.

Consequently,  your current  state  is  by  no  means  madness  but  a  quantum process  which
prepares you for the dimensional change.

If you can understand the mechanism of the Transition, know for example that your premonitory
vision of the farm refers only to the most likely future which you were able to perceive thanks to the
capacities of your Supraconsciousness. This one having had access to the future already realized of
humanity, has still perceived its current potential. And as for now still, this "sad future" remains that
of a majority of human beings. But other possibilities of futures parallels begin to appear and to be
borrowed by those (some individual consciousnesses) who got ready for the change of frequencies
of consciousness.
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These alternative futures get organized and grow as long as this Transition is not finished and as
long as the energies of 4th dimension are not stabilized on the planet. It also means that your internal
work here is not finished yet …

***

To know the reason why we crossed this "no-man's-land", authorized us then to be reassured of our
mental health.

The next day arose another "strange" event. We were collapsed on the sofa, always submerged by
this immense impression of void. We discussed about personal experiences and difficulties which
Anton Parks tells in his last book, when Sand had a short moment of absence then came back to her
and busted into sobs.

She relates:

We conversed when suddenly my consciousness was "sucked up" into another world. I was floating
between two dimensional plans. I was completely conscious of my human physical body but at the
same time, I could perceive my little rounded off stomach covered with fine scales. " I was " in the
skin of a reptilian Amasutum! My consciousness had merged with hers. Around me were other
reptilian females but also some insectoids. My spirit had joined a world of 4th dimension " STS "!

Very happy to find them, I recognized them as my friends.

However,  there was an atmosphere which I  translated as gloomy, marked with melancholy and
sadness. I had been called back with them because they asked me to make a choice. They explained
me that my decisions were strongly going to impact on my galactic lineage and that every time my
humanity deployed in "STO", their temperament " STS " weakened. Either I stayed with them –
who represented my galactic family in the " Service to Self - STS "-, or I chose to walk towards " the
Service to Others - STO " to the detriment of my attachment to my lineage.

Were we going to have to part definitively?  It depended on my choice. Surpass my attachment to
these Beings which I knew so well broke my heart! I felt responsible for the extinction of my
lineage.

This  is  the way I  felt  in  the  depths  of  my Being whom my partner  Amasutum and insectoids
represented other faces of my essence " STS ". One of her was clearly " another Self ". " My friends
" confided me that it was them that at times came to disturb my thoughts. According to the galactic
laws,  they had the right  to  act  that  way because even if  my Soul  lived now in a  body of  3rd

dimension, this one still emanated " STS "frequencies.  My "reptilian sisters" could then track my
vibration resonance with ease and for some of them, to draw me the energy they needed.

Not only did I realize that they sometimes visited me to study the evolution of my Soul, but I also
was  an  energy  source  for  other  transdimensional  predators.  My  "other  self"  (4 th dimensional
predators) therefore had the right and the ability to feed on my vital energy from my emotional

of 3rd dimension and they did so cheerfully as long as I was struggling against them.
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Thus, my human conscience having merged with that of the Amasutum of 4th dimension

"STS", my intellect could perfectly  conceive that predatory behaviour was intrinsically linked
to their own "STS" genetic program. And it could not be otherwise because it is in their nature.

I  had just realized that in fighting the transdimensional predation,  I  was only denigrating other
fragments of my Soul in other dimensions of existence. Therefore, I perpetrated an STS behaviour
of denial to myself and to all the repressed aspects of my Being.

Was this the secret of our liberation? I was not long in discovering it.

Since these transdimensional predators represented other fractals  of my Soul,  I realized that by
offering them my energy at the moment when I reached the door of the 4 th dimension, they could
either choose to begin their journey in 3rd dimension to test the impact of their own predation to
learn lessons, either persevering in their predatory role and rushing to the extinction of their "STS"
line.

Accepting my attention and "willingly offering my energy" to my "other Self," then became an
unconditional  love  behaviour  "STO"  and  had  nothing  to  do  with  a  pattern  of  submission  to
predation.

Thus, I was able to accept their intrusions into my "environment" because I was conscious that by
stealing my energy, they would incorporate my vibrational frequency changing their own DNA.

I knew very well that this process was the result of the "Game of Creation". But the pain of having
to turn away from my transdimensional sisters and leave them to their sad fate was so deep that I
only managed to express to them that I chose THE FREEDOM OF BEING!

Once "descended" into my human body. Jenaël looked at me without flinching. His questioning
eyes scrutinized me:

-"Well, tell me!" he said to me.

Between two sobs,  I  told him my visions.  Wiping my tears,  I  realized that the memory of the
encounter with my "other Self" and "my reptilian sisters" began to fade. Curiously, as soon as I
recovered my senses, I felt more affected by this separation. My choice of going on a "STO" path
had been fixed for a long time already and I had no reason to reverse that decision.

I  realized that my transdimensional congener had "recalled" me to try to bribe me through the
human emotional. They had tried to divert me from my "STO" path because somewhere in me there
was a fault that allowed the attack!

And what was it?

This was  the attachment that I still had to my reptilian people "STS". Always manifested today
through my human emotional.

Also,  for  some  time,  I  noticed  that  unexpected  intrusions  into  my  dreams  or  in  my  thoughts
suggested me to go away from Jenaël. "My old acquaintances" did not agree that we continue to
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work together for the Service to Others. "They made it clear to me that if I wanted to regain my
peace, I had to leave him!

From time to time, some attempts at psychic aggression on their part, especially during my sleep.
Nevertheless, having learned to ward them off, they were much less tiring. Since I have been able to
detect the flaws in me that allowed their intrusions, I no longer needed to struggle. I guess their
presence, I know when they are near me. By learning to "coexist", I can sometimes even hear them
and perceive their appearance.

Having managed to exceed my fears, the exchanges with "my sisters STS" become more and more
interesting and enriching. They taught me to exceed my attachment to them and to surmount my
taboos.  And I  admit  that  it  works rather  well.  They teach me in spite  of  them and actually,  it
participates to widen my Knowledge.

I  am  also  conscious  that  fragments  of  Souls  of  "my  sisters  Amasutum"  are  a  part  of  our
interpersonal relations and are at present embodied in human form. Their "fly-away “and predatory
thought forms "show themselves occasionally in the form of blacks Shadows in my psyche.

It is important to underline that these black Shadows remain in each of us, in our genetics.
They "personify"  "  the  transdimensionnal  Self  "  of  our  multiple  forms of  embodiments  which
sometimes  even,  engendered  deaths  and  destructions.  The  one  who  intends  himself  for  the
Service  to  Others  can’t  thus  avoid  the  long and  conscientious  work  of  karmic  liberation
during his current life.

As soon as somebody has the courage to release himself  from his karmic process and dares to
transcend his beliefs of 3rd dimension, he attracts to him all his devils, not only those of his ego but
also all the transdimensionnal entities which are part of his Being.

This is why every person who begins a process of awakening to take back his sovereignty and his
freedom, is immediately aimed and chased by the human authorities " STS ", as well as by those of
the hierarchy of 4th dimension. These ceaseless psychic and/or physical harassments from them, aim
at turning the individual into " a lethargic mode ", to make him ineffective to pursue his progress
and specially to make him lose faith. It is necessary to be informed about it, to be conscious of it,
not to become afraid and learn to adorn the assaults of the 4th dimension.

The  attacks  of  black  Shadows  often  show  themselves  by  physical  symptoms  which  could
sometimes seem disturbing and be confusing such as: Sensation of blocked and incomplete breath,
impression to die, strange disorders at the level of the heart, horrible fears, the embarrassment or the
tensions  in  the  region  lumbar  vertebra,  abdominal  syndromes,  etc.,  which  often  bring  the  non
individuals informed at the doctor. Generally, this one, finding no significant disorder, just prescribe
anxiolytics.

We know from now on that the "tangible" appearance of these black Shadows at a certain time of
the  existence  of  an  individual  on  the  path  of  the  Awakening,  means  for  him  the  progressive
disappearance of the 3rd dimension. We testify of it because a new reality began to show itself
around us and because for the moment, it was only little populated.
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We understood that this neo-reality showed itself only in our consciousness because for a long time,
we had put  the  choice  not  to  fool  ourselves  anymore,  not  to  fight  anymore  against  the  black
Shadows and to accept the psychic projections of our alien-reptilian part as an integral part of our
Being,  that  is  our  multidimensionality.  Thus,  their  intrusion  in  our  psyche  establishes  a
remarkable challenge to learn and progress.

By accepting with sincerity that parts of my essence could be reptilian, insectoid and other ..., I
could admit that "others Is" were able to: To have been - to be - or to become predatory of the 3rd

dimension and to feed of the energy of others, because in the worlds of the antimatter, time does not
exist.

And when I realized how far could extend the grip of energy over others and how it  was
translated through my humanity, I had to adjust not only my behaviour toward my entourage
and my close friends to dry up the energy needs for my part "STS", but also refuse to serve as
energy sustenance to the predatory part of others. It is only from this moment, that a just and
balanced relation could be born with who intends too, to walk towards the " Service to Others -
STO ".

According to my reflections, my Supraconsciousness let me understand that to extirpate myself of
these " touchy circumstances  " I had to release myself from all my plans of attachment and
from the guilt which ensued from it, not only intellectually speaking but also on the energetic
level.  I  was  vulnerable  because  in  my  unconscious,  I  cultivated  the  hope  to  find  "  my
transdimensionnal sisters " and human friends in evolution " STO ".

Even by generating these altruistic thoughts, these became generative of a channel of predation
which hindered my "sisters / friends" in their process of karmic liberation and in their choices of
evolution. They too had the free will, either to continue to walk to the " Service to Self - STS ", or
to rise to the " Service to Others - STO " and even if I had to lose them, I had to respect their choice.

As soon as I was able to agree to see my predatory behaviour and managed to free me from this way
of  functioning  "  STS  ",  again  a  piece  of  my  karma  of  4th dimension  collapsed.  The  strong
oppression in the solar plexus which prevented me from breathing freely since several months,
loosened. It resulted thus simply from my attachment and from the sadness to have to continue my
progress without " my sisters ".  If  their  choice was to  persist  in their  beliefs,  their  fears,  their
sympathy in the matrix and to remain in the service of their "self", I did not have to worry about it
any longer. From the acceptance of it, not having any more the " grip of attachment ", they couldn’t
reach me anymore.

However, my cure was not complete because a small respiratory problem persisted. What I had to
discover? We shall know it a little later …

Question to the Angel:
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Is the lineage " STS " of Amasutum of 4th dimension really going extinct or were their alarmist
words only blackmail?

The reptilian lineage of Amasutum is not going extinct, because in your -  past / future-, some of
them - had / will - joins the galactic Kadistu community of the planners of life. And it, thanks to the
enthusiasm of those who walk towards the Knowledge - to enlarge the field of consciousness of
their Soul-, a quest which some audacious like you undertake, in your " current present ".

It is thus only their predatory behaviour " STS " which weakens as you - their " other I " embodied
under a human shape - progress towards a " consciousness STO". They too are feeling the change
of dimension of consciousness and they too fear the unknow, don’t forget it!

The  human  Soul  and  all  your  "transdimensionnal  Is"  cross  simultaneously  the  steps  of
consciousness, this thanks to the internal work of karmic liberation that you – as a human- have the
power to realize on the plan of 3rd dimension of density.

But if the human being fails in perceiving the impact of his predation on others and in getting rid of
his  plans  of  control,  he  can  realize  neither  his  own  transition,  nor  those  of  his  others
"multidimensional Is ".

Understand that at every end of cycle, any Soul -  embodied in a world densified by matter or by
antimatter - is invited to pass at an upper level of consciousness. But also remember yourselves that
an "STS" of 4th dimension can’t pass in 5/6th dimension of consciousness " STO ", for the good
reason that its genetics - its programs of predation " STS " - do not allow him to do so.

Because of the Law of cause with effect and the balance between entropy and creation governing
the  universe,  thus  the  Souls  of  4th dimension  turning  in  "STO"  necessarily  must  pass  by  the
experience of 3rd human density, to experiment the consequences of their behaviour of predator.
And today, it is your responsibility to proceed to your change of consciousness so that your
"other Is" situated in 4th dimension, can too open to a bigger consciousness.

For  example,  in  what  concerns  you,  thus  it  is  the  predatory  energy  "STS",  -  that  is  the
transdimensionnal programs of your Soul  -, which eases to be transformed through your current
human embodiment, in Consciousnesses/spirits potentially to the "Service to Others.

Thus understand well, when Sand in her current embodiment agrees to look at the effects of her
programs of predation - programs which transports her Soul - and that according to her awareness
she  succeeds  in  modifying  her  behaviour,  she  authorizes  not  only  the  Amasutum  -  that  she
embodies on other plans - to be able to make this "shift" too, but also allows all her " other Is " (her
other forms of predation) to do the same.

Amasutums of 4th dimension- another centre of consciousness of Sand - "had" transferred a part of
her consciousness in that of the humanity of Sand, in the optics that it makes a success of " her final
exam ". This to adduce too, to pass in orientation " STO " and to climb levels towards dimensions of
superior consciousness.
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So, the individual who struggles ceaselessly against his black Shadows - his transdimensionnal
predators  "STS"  -  for  example  by  showing  his  dissatisfaction  to  the  patriarchal  society,  by
struggling against the injustice, by leaving for a "crusade" against the authority or hunts the devils
with exorcisms, etc., fights against his own anger and his own denial.

He  stays  thus  incapable  to  support  the  predation  of  others,  because  he  still  is  himself  in  the
judgment of his own plans / programs of 4th dimension which he refutes.  By reacting so, that is by
denigrating his own predation of 4th dimension, this individual prevents his predator from
rising  in  conscience  in  "STO"  and  at  the  same  time  deprives  himself  the  possibility  of
reaching the 5/6th dimension of consciousness.

Thus, it is a question of becoming stronger and more intelligent “than his predator" STS ", what in
the  myths  means bringing down his  own dragon.  The individual  who fails  in  his  mission will
remain  again  his  slave  in  the  next  cycle  and so,  his  Dragon (Dracos/predator)  will  have  been
stronger than him.

That's why the change of frequency (the Ascension) allows the Supraconsciousness (present in the
non-time) to manipulate time, by rectifying the past to propose a new potential of future to the Soul
(its extension in the matter / density). So, for the individual who accepts the process, it will not only
have the effect of changing and of releasing the fate of his Soul but will also contribute to offer
another future to those who, among human beings, start resonating with the frequencies of these "
new germs of consciousness ".

***

It  is  important  to  understand  that  the  progress  in  orientation  "  STO  "  is  a  very  difficult
apprenticeship for the human psyche which for a long time,  was conditioned and trapped in a
universe completely "STS", can think only in a way " STS ". Consequently, it is obvious that what
we are going to speak of, still risk making teeth grind and titillate you where you do not necessarily
want to. But be indulgent with us because when you are not towards us, you are not at all to
yourselves.

If you do not accept that the consciousness of the 4th dimension is totally different from that of the
3rd dimension, you will come up against a wall by reading this information. And this "wall" will
exist only according to your own resistances.

We deliver here, the education felt over several years of questioning, doubt, rejection, suffering
which resulted from our non-understanding of the world. These difficult times resulted from the
attachment (the distortion of love) which we felt towards our entourage: Family, children, friends,
other interpersonal relations and sometimes even our pets.

As we evoked it through our experiences, attachment and guilt represent the two main conduits
of predation used by the Aliens "STS", to manipulate the psyche of the human being.

The  Angel  -  our  Supraconsciousness  -  taught  us  that  contrary  to  what  could  think  a  human
consciousness of 3rd dimension, stopping worrying of the fate of others, is by no means a selfish
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behaviour.  This "program of intervention in the life  of others is  a"vestige"of the reptilian
brain. It results from an instinct for survival which legitimized the control of a group. This kind of
behaviour - Which consists in getting anxious of the fate of others - is a pure design of the spirit,
appropriate to the 3rd dimension of consciousness "STS".

In "STO", the emotional detachment to others allow the freedom to experience one’s own choices,
is an act of unconditional love which supposes the respect for one’s free will.  (Obviously, for a
human consciousness of 3rd dimension, a similar attitude is seen as the failure to give assistance
and would be depicted as a real scandal.)

Thus, wanting to assist or to help someone by thinking that it is for their own good, while this
person is not ready to assume a progress in " STO ", is of a behaviour " STS " because it establishes
an intervention in the progress of other one.

The consciousness " STO " does not authorize any more this kind of attitude, because it
recognizes the total sovereignty of the Spirit, " of the other one ", whether he is "STS" or
"STO". The whole respect for the rhythm of evolution of others and for his capacity of acquisition
of his Knowledge is a " STO " value. It respects the universal Law of free will  appropriate to
everyone. However, it is of the duty of a "STO" to answer a request of real help, only when it is
expressed by an individual who really makes the effort to walk in "STO".

We  also  learnt  to  our  detriment  that  any  emotional  link,  that  it  is  towards  family,  friends,
acquaintances  and even towards  pets  (this  subject  will  be developed farther)  is  a  behaviour  of
attachment " STS " of 3rd dimension. (See diag 36)

These forms of attachment result from unbalanced emotional feelings, sometimes unconsciously
destructive to others. They model in this case, a shape of ownership which leads to want to help the
other one, to care about it, to relieve him of his effort but as paradoxical as it may appear, this
wrongly altruistic behaviour slows us down in our progress to the real " Service to Others ".

For the one who intends to walk in "STO", these emotional links of attachment, result only
from a non-resolved karma which remain to be undone and to exceed. In other words, to walk
in conscience in "STO" obliges us to find a relation of equal to equal, of Souls with Souls, with
every living being, (even with pets).

By stopping checking, managing, or simply proposing his help to the one who does not ask for
it, we release ourselves from traps of the attachment and from those underlying of the guilt
and close definitively the conduit in the predation! Then inexorably,  we begin to get loose
from the game of the matrix of 3rd dimension!

Everything is lessons, but each is free to accept or reject his.

The attachment and the guilt  represent both crutches  of  the denial  of  one. They activate
permanently the programs which stimulate the emotional of the human being and manipulate
insidiously  and  cheerfully  his  psyche. They  establish  the  Achilles'  heel  of  the
personality/humanity and the "conduit", by which the predatory Aliens of 4th dimension exercise
their control.
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The Angel adds in this connection:

Being candidate to the 4th dimension of existence - that is in the Ascension-, asks you to be released
from all the human beliefs which bind you to the matrix of 3rd dimension. It is important that you
understand that the existence in 4th dimension of density does absolutely have nothing to do with
your current lifestyle, your current values, your current way of thinking, or even with your current
environment.
As expressed previously, the human social behaviour is based on two emotional major principles:
Attachment and guilt.

They represent both pillars of the emotional which literally paralyze the mental of the candidate
potentially  "STO".   These  feelings  peculiar  to  the  human  being  of  3 rd dimension,  hinder  the
development of his Consciousness " STO ", preventing him from thinking, from acting and from
developing his psyche in the sense of the real " Service to Others " of 4th dimension.

The emotional attachment is the principle the most difficult to surpass for the human understanding
" STS " because everyone - despite what you think of it-, tend to confuse attachment with love. The
notion of attachment is often, and wrongly so, considered as the cement of love. But it is only a
distortion and on no account, a proof of love.

How many of you are attached to your children, to your parents, your spouse or even to a dog, a
cat... Ask yourselves sincerely the question:  " What do they bring you? Does not your emotional
attachment get you the comfort,  the safety,  a psychological support,  especially when things get
rough?

The human being strews his existence of multiple attachments. He becomes attached to the others,
to his animals, to his beliefs, to his wounds, to his tangible assets to fill a lack, contributing to build
up to himself a multitude of links of dependences and to feel alive.

In 4th dimension of Consciousness " STO ", the human feelings will not be reflected any more
outside because in this new dimension of Consciousness, each through its Supraconsciousness, will
be himself generator of his own safety.  He will not any more need to look for it either in others, nor
in anyway outside of himself.

In the matrix of 3rd dimension, the human beings believe to offer their love in an unconditional way!
Great error! Human love is never unconditional, it ensues irreparably from a feeling which is or:
Attachment to others, which is the guilt. Often even, these two aspects of the emotional remain
inseparable from each other.

The  human being  offers  or gives  because  he  always  gets  himself  a  personal  satisfaction,
feelings, or pleasant sensations in return. Really, the human gift is always a part of a process of
energy exchange in a sense or in the other one, one way or another, is only leading to a racking of
energy. Because human Love is always submitted to conditions, it is only an illusion in the big
game of the matrix.
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How many people for example maintain relations with their family because: It is normal, it is a
duty,  by  tradition,  because  they  have  to,  because  "still"  they  are  the  parents  or  the  children...
Because "it's not done", because if because that, because...

"Because" is the inescapable retort for the guilt. This conjunctival expression constitutes an
answer-reflex "to justify" the behaviour of every individual conditioned by the human matrix
system.

THE  ATTACHMENT  AND  THUS  THE  GUILT  ARE  BOTH  HANDCUFFS  OF  THE
MATRIX  OF  THE  ILLUSION  WHICH,  CONTINUE  THE  EXPERIENCES  OF  3rd

DIMENSION AND WHICH DELAY MOST OF THE POTENTIAL CANDIDATES "STO",
IN THEIT ASCENT IN DIMENSIONS OF SUPERIOR CONSCIOUSNESS.

The progress "STO" is described in Matthew 10:34-39 

34 “Do not suppose that I have come to bring peace to the earth. I did not come to bring
peace, but a sword. 

35 For I have come to turn  “‘a man against his father, a daughter against  her mother,  a
daughter-in-law against her mother-in-law —

36 a man’s enemies will be the members of his own household.’[a]

37 “Anyone who loves their father or mother more than me is not worthy of me; anyone
who loves their son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me. 

38 Whoever does not take up their cross and follow me is not worthy of me. 

39 Whoever finds their life will lose it, and whoever loses their life for my sake will find it.

However, there is no reason to judge you with regard to it. It is difficult for a consciousness of 3 rd

dimension to triumph over the attachment to others and over the guilt which ensues from it, because
these feelings are intrinsically a part of your human natural experiences of Service to Self "STS".

Many of you do not know how to "function" otherwise yet. But know that in 4th dimension of
consciousness "STO", the human emotional attachment will have simply disappeared because you
will have transcended it and replaced it by the real unconditional Love which absolutely has nothing
to do with the so called unconditional love in trend, the "love and light" of the New Age.

The real unconditional Love is unbearable for the human being and is completely contrary to
the representations of Love such as he conceives it at present. Unconditional Love goes against
all the representations of human love.

The 4th dimension of density leads a new frequency of physicality expressed by this unconditional
Love, freeing from any limitation and limitation the human beings who will cross it. Because they
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will  not  need  it  anymore  for  their  new  experience,  the  illusion  of  the  attachment  will  have
disappeared.

The relational mode between the persons present in "STO" will be based on balance, respect, equity,
even towards the individual’s "STS", because the "STO" will be respectful of the freedom of each
and completely aware of the nobility of their role. But the individual "STS" will not possess the
same psyche as the individuals "STO" because they will have kept certain predatory behaviour.

It is thus an imperative that you undo all the mechanisms at work, behind the various types of
attachments whom you cultivate to others and to detect the plans of guilt (auto-judgment,
remorse,  embarrassment,  shame,  empathy),  whom  you  maintain  with  your interpersonal
relations,  if  you  want  to  pass  and  then  "to  survive"  in  4th dimension. Because  certain
individuals who seemed to be your friends in 3rd dimension of consciousness, can show themselves
as formidable and inflexible predators in 4th dimension. And if at the time of "jumping" into the
other world, still remains in you the slightest "emotional" on this matter, you would risk being badly
manhandled by certain ill-intentioned " STS "Beings.

The individual in orientation "STO" will not be attached to someone or anything anymore, because
the interpersonal relations between individuals will be completely exempt from ownership, from
dependence, from desire, from jealousy, from need for gratitude ... He will be balanced because
freed from any karmic link.

For example, the individual in 4th dimension can no more be subject to any desire, simply because
the  desire  is  an emotion  subjected to  the spatiotemporal  illusion and because in  4th dimension
"STO", the illusion of time will have no more effect on your creative ability. The desire cannot
continue simply in time, because it can be quenched at once.

It  is  necessary to face the facts  that the human consciousness in 3rd dimension " STS " is  not
authorized to migrate as such in 4th dimension of consciousness, nor even less in 4th dimension of
density. It would self-destruct immediately because of his " unbalanced emotional and of his mode
of belief " resulting from the too primitive coding of his DNA and from the functions of his reptilian
brain.  It  is  thus  important  that  the  human  being  can  progress  in  conscience  towards  the  4th

dimension whether it is "STS" or "STO" no matter, but that he chooses now and consciously to this
choice. When the dimensional collision will occur, it will be definitively too late.

In  a  near future,  the  matrix  society  of  3rd dimension  and  the  mutual  relations  between
individual’s "STS", will be based on the law of the strongest, which will skilfully be hidden
under a sham of equity, freedom, and exchange.

The free energy will be offered to humanity but ... by the hierarchy "STS"!

Peace will reign once again on Earth but … seemingly and for some time only ... before the "big
final" (the highlight of the project Blue Beam).

Whatever is said on the Internet, the governmental consortium of the New World Order stays
in charge of the happiness, the well-being, and the peace of mind of the men to the great
satisfaction of the transdimensionnal predation of 4th dimension.  
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During this time the door open to Consciousness "STO" slowly, begins to close.

Question to the Angel:

What about for example the attachment towards animals?

Since the dawn of time, human beings domesticated animals to help him in his work, hold him
company, to hunt the game, to be of use during wars, to watch the herds, to stand guard, to pull
sleds and carts in exchange for which, they were fed and accommodated. However, a great majority
of people adopt a pet to reduce their feeling of existential void.

To be  owner  of  an  animal,  implies  to  subtract  him from its  environment  of  life  and from its
congeners (of its family, its species) and to appropriate the Life of this Being to fill any personal
profit. It implies that this pet is quite simply of use to the pleasure or to the comfort of Man.

Whatever he does, the human being in the face of his pet remains in the predator's role, that is in
attitude of "Service to Self". It is a behaviour which connects irreparably every owner of an animal
with the matrix of 3rd dimension "STS". This behaviour "STS" of Man towards animals, results
simply from the predation of 4th dimension which feeds in the fault of the emotional of suffering of
the human being, in the same way as the human being feeds on the animal.

For illustration, here is an extract of the exchanges which held Laura Knight with the Cassiopeans
about attachment towards animals: (for a better understanding, the precisions between hooks is our
addition to the dialogue.)

A: In these times, 2nd density creatures [animals] will collect more and more attachments. 
[on behalf of the human beings].

Q: (L) Are these attachments [the human being to the animal] like other entities?[ As those
of 4th dimension who become attached to the human being?] 

A: Yes, and others. 

Q: (L) When they are collecting these attachments [animals], are they collecting them from
us, as in protecting? [As if the human being was a protection to them?]

A: No. [It is the human being who believes who protects them because animals do not need t

Q: (L) Are they being used [animals] to collect attachments to be detrimental to us?

A: Yes. 

Q:  (L)  You  mean  we  are  gonna have  to  do  depossessions  on  our dogs,  too?  (V)  Holy
Toledo! 

A: That won't work. 

Q: (L) Why are our animals picking up attachments? 
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A: Because of vibrational frequency intensifications. 

Q: (L) Is there something we could do? I mean, are we supposed to get rid of pets? 

A: We would never suggest something as harsh as this. However, beware: 3rd density STS
orientation  includes  the thought  of  "dominion"  over  2nd  density,  and  this  is  merely a
continuation of the energy build-ups of the approach of the wave... Some of the lessons are
interesting  indeed. When  you  assume  that  capture  and  imprisonment  of  those  of lesser
capacity than you is for "the good," why should not you expect those of greater capacity
than you to assume the same regarding you?!? 

Cassiopeans Transcripts, Session of July 14th, 1996

Don’t humans "unload" their emotional too through the relationship they maintain with their pets?

The candidates in 4th dimension " STO ", cannot defer any more the principle to appropriate
the life of a Being whatever it is, for his own well-being. He does not thus look for to adduce to
appropriate the life (the energy) of a person, or of an animal anymore.

Because seen by an " STO ", consciousness, the sovereignty of existence of every living being
belongs to him by right, may it be human or animal.

However, to succeed in becoming aware of the depth of the attachment to an animal - it is valid also
to a person  -  it  is  important  to ask yourselves the following questions:  Why am I  an owner /
possessor of an animal? What does it bring to me? What void does it fills?

We do not own an animal to please the animal, but he is held only either for our personal pleasure,
or because we lack love, or because we need to fill our solitude, or for the work or the trade.

When an individual believes to give love to an animal, it is that it is in lack of love toward himself
and of himself. The human ego lets us believe that the animal needs us, our help, our love, our care.
But what the man often denigrates to see, it is that he throws his own lack of love through his pet -
Principle of the mirror -.

Nevertheless, it is neither good, nor evil "to possess" an animal in 3rd dimension of consciousness, it
is a part of the customs and uses within the matrix. But this experience of " ownership of others "
(animal or human) will quickly come to an end some way or another, as soon as the individual lines
up resolutely to his Supraconsciousness " STO ".  Obviously, it is by no means necessary to get
rid of them if to you have an animal, but your consciousness " STO " will forbid you to renew
the experience.

When the consciousness of an individual begins to get ready for the 4th dimension " STO " he does
not any more adduce "to take advantage" or "to enjoy" the consciousness / intelligence of an animal
or that of others.

The one who chooses to evolve in conscience "STO", owes little by little during his human
existence,  to manage to get rid of his reflexes and his behaviour of predator,  because this
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conscious  choice  will  contribute  to  modify  his  reality  and  will  prepare  him  for  a  new
experience of embodiment in 4th dimension " STO " of density, where all the animals and the
human beings having lost their reflexes of predation and will live in peace.

***

We insert here a short testimony of Jenaël, who owned a small herd of about fifteen goats when he
still lived in Alsace.

" I was fascinated by my goats, especially because they were very playful! The young enjoyed
climbing on my back when I stretched out on the ground. Sometimes I enjoyed jousting forehead
against forehead with the billy goat.  Anyway, I was very attached to my goats. Nevertheless, I
already knew at the time that the attachment to my animals hindered my Spiritual evolution.

One day, when I meditated on the emotional links, I asked my Angel how to release myself from my
attachment to my goats.

A few days later, I discovered my goats dead in the meadow, poisoned by pesticides which had been
spread by a farmer on the plot of land beside the meadow where grazed my goats and which during
a thunderstorm had passed by on.

This is the way, in homage to my dear goats, crying buckets of tears to release my emotional, that
Life had solved my problem of attachment... "

By this experience, I learnt that when we ask with sincerity, liberation does not always come as we
would have been able to imagine it.

Question to the Angel:

What is he of the process of evolution of the Soul of animals?

Some animals are brought to change of plan of consciousness too. The Souls of certain individuals
among the most evolved species (for example those who are the closest to human beings), are going
to begin to integrate human embodiments of 3rd dimension.

Question to the Angel:

What is the attitude to adopt in the face of the suffering and animal ill-treatment?

Remember that in 3rd dimension, any event that is "emotionally deeply moving" whatever it is,
never occurs accidentally. It is only the resultant of the mechanics of cause with effect (the
karma) which governs the functioning of the Universes of 3rd dimension.

Consistently and to speak about suffering and about animal ill-treatment, know that if somebody is
often confronted with such situations, it is because his memoirs / programs come unmistakably in
resonance with these. In other words, the programs of ill-treatment of an individual vibrate in him
so that they project, print, and materialize in his environment (his bubble of perception - see diag
37).
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His programs densify in matter so that he can raise awareness and apply to neutralize them, NOT
OUTSIDE OF HIMSELF (for example by militating for saving animals),  BUT INSIDE HIM.
The  responsibility  of  cancelling  the  programs projected  through  his  DNA and vibrating  in  his
energetic fields falls back to him.

It obviously implies, that he can accept that in other incarnations, he was -  as apprenticed Soul /
consciousness – himself at the origin of violence on animals (law of cause with effect).

Collecting or saving abandoned or mistreated animals is a quasi-instinctive behaviour which affects
most human beings, because it is an integral part of the game of the 3 rddimension. By looking a
little farther, the family context often sets up the melting pot. How many among people who are
carried by their drive to help animals, were abandoned, neglected, despised, rejected themselves, in
lack of love, sometimes even beaten during their past life - current or karmic - or even during their
childhood?

Every  time  an  individual  ignoring  universal  Laws  of  the  karma  begins  to  denounce,  to
condemn or to fight a form of persecution whatever it is, or even to militate for a good cause,
forgets that " the outside ", that is the world against which he fights, is only reflecting his own
unconscious  memories:  The  karma. These  were  skilfully  programmed by  his  own predatory
“Self" of 4th dimension, to arrange circumstances to stock up in energy.

Remember yourselves that the outside world - the one that you perceive with your five senses -
is only the exact reflection of your beliefs and karmic programs.

Thus, if this kind of reality - like the animal or human ill-treatment - appears to an individual, it is
because he has something to understand. For example, if such an individual reacts emotionally in
the face of animal or human ill-treatment, it is because inevitably his karmic memories/programs
didn’t come to his awareness and neutralized. It is necessary to face the facts that to denounce or to
fight against this kind of practice (animal or human ill-treatment) has never solved much. But these
"fights"  contributed to  strengthen repression against  activists  of  all  kinds,  and this  for a  single
purpose:  Generate  new sources  of  conflict,  violence,  and anger  by  which  the  Aliens  get  fresh
supplies of negative energy.

The  predatory  Aliens  feed  on  the  energy  generated  by  all  the  range  of  feelings  with  dense
frequencies (anger, resentment, hatred, sorrow, sadness, revolt, jealousy ...). Thus, they manage by
any sorts of ways, to stimulate your emotional the most violently possible. It can exactly be made
through the media (violent movies, deeply moving news, shocking images ...). All these emotional
circumstances are masterfully orchestrated by the predation of 4th dimension.

Consequently,  in  more you offend yourselves  or  fight  against  something,  by giving it  all  your
emotional energy of anger, fury, spite, - as for example to denounce or militate against the animal
ill-treatment, The human suffering, the injustice ... - In most you give strength to this "thing" and to
feed with "negative" energies the transdimensionnal predation. This one will develop then, until the
exhausted individual (by a form of disease or severe depression) questions himself finally. So, to
most the individual wraps himself in the denial of the game of the predation, in most the discomfort
of the situation (the disease or the depression) strengthens and proportionally deteriorates.
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As soon as an individual succeeds in solving the program which until then was hidden in his
unconscious  and  which  fed  his  predator  with  "negative"  energy,  he  will  release  himself
definitively from this karmic program which constantly, confronted him with situations of ill-
treatment.

Once this program is deactivated, he will not be affected emotionally any more by such atrocities
and then, will increase his frequencies of resonance which will destabilize drastically the system of
predation. This system, I remind it to you, is fed by your other centres of consciousnesses " STS ".
It is only in this way, that the individual will effectively have contributed to decrease the cases
of animal or human ill-treatment in the world. Because it is not by proposing petitions or by
publishing shocking images to sensibilise people - for example on Facebook and to mark " I like "-
That it will solve anything! Quite the opposite, it  is only stimulating the emotional of anger or
sadness of some and others whom contributes to satisfy the predation.

An individual " STO " understands that the outside world, the one that the "STS" qualifies as
"negative", is only the reflection of all which the "STS" denigrates to see in them.

It  is only from this moment,  that the ill-treatment will  have stopped existing in  your personal
reality but will continue to exist in the collective reality of 3rd dimension and it as long as the
human beings will not have understood their own mechanism of predation.

However, do not deceive yourselves, because this change of consciousness does not risk appearing
on the collective plan of 3rd dimension. To embellish it with images, it's as if humans were in play
school  and  it  was  of  asked  of  them  to  pass  directly  in  last  year  of  high  school.
It is entirely up to you as a responsible individual, to learn your lessons, to pass at the upper level.

Consequently, the "STO" accepts humbly the laborious internal work of karmic liberation
and awareness, because the Knowledge which will be delivered to him - only at this moment-,
will  have  allowed  him  to  find  the  programs  which  had  shown  this  entropic  reality  to
transform it into another reality, that of a new Creation.

This postulate applies to all the difficult events which arise in the life of an individual.

***

Let us return right now to the attacks of the black Shadows. Remember yourselves, we were lacking
information to detect the weakness in the karmic process of Jenaël and in that of Sand, because in
her persisted another small respiratory problem.

To complete our understandings concerning the mechanism of psychic attacks coming from the
predation of 4th dimension and as we had expressed it previously, here is the new experience which
happened to us later and which allowed us to reveal the conduit of predation generated by Jenaël.
This new sequence thus follows upon the attack that he lived and on the meeting with the " other
Self " of Sand.

To make our dialogue easier to read, we are going to develop only the main part of the history.

Sand tells:
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"Further to an insignificant dispute between us two - something which almost never happens -,
Jenaël let himself be trapped by a fit of anger. Usually, our differences settle almost in an instant
because we have the intelligence to know how to defuse a conflict as soon as it turns up by always
going to look for its cause. But this time, something was different. He failed in mastering his anger,
his rebellion to me had got the upper hand.

Perceiving that we were incapable to communicate, Jenaël one more time, was quickly subject to
abdominal pains.  We were nevertheless both conscious that it was a new attack of the predation of
4th dimension  because  the  symptoms  were  identical  than  the  previous  one.  However,  he  was
incapable to admit the revolt which he showed towards me. His predatory behaviour to me annoyed
me particularly. He blamed me for being too much controlling - which I am sometimes a little - but
at present, his judgment was totally inequitable. I faced a profound feeling of injustice. 

But that did take place, why did he refuse to see it?

It is the first time I distinguished his predator of 4th dimension who by resonance managed to wake
the Amasutum, my " other transdimensionnal Self ".  She could not agree to be manipulated by her
masculine  part  and  consequently,  responded  to  the  threat!  What  was  strange  was,  that  in  my
humanity, persisted no feeling of anger but I felt like a puppet, forced to play the comedy to feed
that of Jenaël’s. I was dumbfounded to notice that he couldn’t see the game which brewed.  His
predator deceived him by veiling his consciousness.

Seeing that we were both in a dead end, I got a picnic ready and decided to go for a walk in the
nature. At the time of going out of the house, I perceived Jenaël curled up in a ball in the room,
profoundly asleep on the sofa.

Finally, he had eventually woken up my own anger. That he refuses to assume his responsibility in
what was happening was unbearable for me. His denial came to instigate my rebellion toward the
masculine. This is how it returned to me in memory, plans of thought of my past. " I need him by no
means to continue my road because I am autonomous! " I got on to think!

For the first time since I know Jenaël, I thought of taking back my freedom! Reminding me the
suggestions of " my other Selves" -  " My old reptilian friends "-, I realized once again that the
predation of 4th dimension made intrusion in my thoughts, trying to hypnotize me to try to separate
us! But it was out of question to give up. This attack was simply a new teaching. What did we have
to learn from it?

To analyse objectively  the circumstances of this attack, I began nevertheless to put an end to the
irascible and rebel thoughts which submerged my spirit.

What did I have to understand in the behaviour of Jenaël? What did he show me?

Starting from the principle of the effect of transdimensionnal mirror, I knew perfectly well to have
experimented it repeatedly, that if I succeeded in revealing the weakness in me which allowed the
predation of 4th dimension to act, we were again going to learn a lesson which would add to our
knowledge.
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Knowing that the "feminine" which I represented possessed the key of the mystery, I too had to
agree to question myself. This idea revolted me, but I did not have the choice if I wished to solve
my internal conflict. Despite my anger, I was informed that this task returned to me (see diag 34).

Thanks to his behaviour I was able to discern the rebel thoughts which during all my past life
managed my behaviour to others and more particularly with my ex-companions. I never wanted to
be passive, to be controlled, to be told what I had to think or how act. Naturally, my programs of
control  and  rebellion  proposed  me  men  with  strong  character,  rebellious,  dominant  ...
Just like me!

Back home, having difficulty in digesting our new experience, Jenaël and I were again a little bit
distant. Although he had spent again a good moment in the toilet to empty his intestines, he always
refused to admit his rebellion which naturally continued to feed mine. Still incapable to find our
balance, we had no other solutions that to agree to wait. Let's sleep on it...

Once asleep, I concentrated my attention on my breath of the fact that the oppression in the solar
plexus compressed my lungs, preventing me from breathing freely. Then in a fraction of a second,
my  consciousness  walking  between  two  dimensions,  supplied  me  the  answer.   This  time  the
Amasutum - my "other Self" - lectured me: "Why do you resist to accept my predatory tendency?"

For the first time, I perceived that she could easily remove her consciousness of mine, so that I
can differentiate my own consciousness of hers.

My consciousness became then autonomous. Her manipulating spirit having left my psyche, I
succeeded  in  distinguishing  clearly  my  own  thoughts  of  those  of  my  transdimensionnal
predator:  The  Amasutum! (In  my  case,  it  was  the  Amasutum  but  for  other  people  the
transdimensionnal predators can have other forms.)

 It was the Spirit "STS" of the Amasutum that had penetrated my psyche to activate the
conflict with the transdimensionnal predator of Jenaël!  And it is exactly the principle of the
predation of 4thdimension that manipulates our psyche, which most people are not capable of
admitting because they are completely unconscious of it. Quasi-constantly in 3rd dimension,
their thoughts are not theirs! The thoughts are led, suggested, and thrown in their human being's
psyche by the predators stemming from the 4th dimension " STS " to serve the matrix.

In this connection, we add here an extract of the book of Castaneda, " The Definitive Journey "
where Don Juan speaks of predatory entities in these terms1:

"... Come from depths of the cosmos, a predator is there who all our life maintains us
under its influence. Human beings are prisoners and this predator is our lord and master. He
knew how to  make  us  weak and  docile.  He suppresses  any  vague  desire  of  protest  or
independence and prevents us from acting freely. [...] I have beaten around the bush for a
long time by suggesting you that something keeps us prisoners.

We are actually prisoners! It was an energy fact for the wizards of old.

1  Translator note: As I didn’t find this passage of “The Definitive Journey” in English, I translated the French version
of the text. While the translation is in substance correct, it may not be the exact same as in the book.
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- Why does this predator exercise this power on us how you say it, Don Juan? There should
be a logical explanation!

- There is an explanation, answered me Don Juan, which is extremely simple. They hold us
under their influence because we are their source of subsistence. They feed on us, and
that is why they press us inexorably. Exactly as we who raise chickens to eat them, they
raise us in human "henhouses" to never lack of food.

- " No, no, no, I heard myself say. It is absurd, Don Juan! What you say is horrible. It simply
cannot be true, neither for the wizards, nor for normal people, nor for anybody. "

- And why? Don Juan answered me calmly. So why? Because it puts you in fury?

-Yes, it puts me in fury, I answered. These are monstrous ideas! […]

- I am going to call on to your analytical spirit, tells me Don Juan. Reflect for a moment and
tell me how you can explain the contradiction between, on one hand, the intelligence of Man
on the scientific and technical plan and, on the other hand, the stupidity of its systems of
beliefs or the incoherence of his behaviour. They are the predators, say the wizards, who
imposed us our systems of belief, our ideas on good and evil, our social customs. It is
them who arouse our hopes and our expectations, our dreams of success or our fear of
failure, them still who breathe in our spirit envy, greediness, cowardice and who make
it pretentious, egocentric and creature of habit. [...]

-But how do they do this, Don Juan? I asked him, more and more irritated by his words.
They whisper us all this in the hollow of the ear during our sleep?

-  No,  they  do  not  proceed  so  stupidly,  answered  me  Don  Juan  by  smiling.  They  are
extremely effective and organized and to make sure of our obedience, our obedience, and
our  apathy,  they  carried  out  an  extraordinary  operation  -  extraordinary,  of  course,  on  a
strategic plan, but horrible plan from the point of view of those who are victims. They gave
us their spirit! You hear me? The predators replaced our spirit by theirs, which is strange,
inconsistent, grumpy, and haunted by the fear of being discovered.

You have never gone hungry, he pursued, and you have nevertheless a kind of anxiety about
food. It is the one of the predator who dreads constantly that we discover his game and cut
off his food. Through the human mind, which is in reality theirs, the predators inculcate us
what arranges them to improve their safety and be less afraid. "

***

I already knew that the predation "STS" feeds on energy of low frequencies resulting from conflicts
which builds through our emotional. I had perceived it in the behaviour of others but now I had just
discovered how it proceeds and how to reveal it in myself.

From the moment I realized that the Amasutum deceived me and that it possessed both polarities,
that to dispense the good as the evil, my breath released itself immediately!
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So that’s what it was! I refused to admit that the predatory part of the Amasutum - situated in the
anti-matter/non-time -, had the ability to intervene in my present and to act on the biology and the
physiology of  my physical  body through my human emotional.  It  was  her  who for  5  months,
blocked physically my breath and fed on my vital, sexual, and emotional energy... It was her who
was at the origin of my rebel thoughts!

Here is the lesson which we had to understand! From now on I could breathe fully!

Thanks  to  these  transdimensionnal  experiences,  I  met  my predatory  counterpart  situated  in  4 th

dimension. But before getting to this point, it will have me beforehand needed to go gauge my small
botcher " STS ", my own pride, my smugness, my fears, my need to control, my attachments / guilt
and my own denial … Then, become aware and accept that my own " predatory Self STS " of
4th dimension deceived me, exactly through my small ego-botcher.  It is only after that that my
Supraconsciousness authorized me a "tangible" contact, not only with the predator of Jenaël, but
also with my " other Self " and " my sisters " situated in the antimatter of 4th dimension.

From the moment when I accepted that the " STS " part of 4 th dimension in the fault of my "
controlling  mental  "  deceived  me,  Jenaël  (which  symbolizes  my  male  counterpart,  thus  my
resistance) could welcome and recognize his  revolt!  This one established the conduit  by which
acted his own predator of 4th dimension, his Gina' Abul part hidden in his DNA of Nungal.

It is thus thanks to all our understandings, that the disappointment which we felt to our " resigning
friends of the STO path" dissipated. Finally, their " STS " predator of 4th dimension had got the
better of them. They managed to separate us from each other. And it is exactly because I " saw
clearly " that I refused to give up, when the temptation of the predator threatened my relationship
with Jenaël. I had to be stronger than my devil! And this, each of us has the power to realize it. But
if we denigrate the physical existence of our " other Self ", situated in the antimatter, then we
perpetuate the game of the matrix (that is the game of the predation of 4D) and remain their puppet.

It is necessary to understand that we may reject the existence of the transdimensionnal predation
with all our strength and even if we consider ourselves protected, it results nevertheless that the
reality of these hostile entities influence our thoughts and our everyday life. And it is only when we
managed to get loose of their sneaky influence and experienced the real liberation, that we can
realize the scale of their influences on our psyche. To have understood the utility of all my difficult
experiences  with  the  black  Shadows  allows  me  today  to  thank  my Supraconsciousness.  I  had
already heard about the black Shadows, I knew that they could influence us.

But to live it, to feel them in the depths of me and to be able to learn from it to understand and
testify of it, helped me to find real peace. Not the one in which I had tried so hard to believe in, but
that of the real internal balance which allows me from now on to release myself from the ignorance,
from the utopia and from the lie.

       ***

This  is  the  way  Knowledge  protects.  It  protects  us  because  it  comes  only  from our  superior
Consciousness and not from our mental which is the receptacle of the consciousness " STS "! The
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mental which always tries to sneak between lies and utopias, to be able to continue to believe in the
illusion.

Therefore, we refuse to fool ourselves and to keep believing in the fancies and in the deceits of the
matrix. And when we open to the Truth, not to the one who arranges us but, to the Truth and Reality
of our corrupted World, at this moment, we cure our Soul, our body, and our Spirit.

By stopping lying to ourselves, we could not tolerate to lie to others, even if it was a question of
moderating or of adorning our truth to protect - by guilt - people susceptibility or to consider their
emotional fragility.

And it is because we had dared to make the determining choice to divert us from all those who
continue to propagate deceits towards humanity, that it was shown to us today this new reality
which is outlined for our future. Having had access to the biggest probability of the human future,
our Supraconsciousness revealed us that the density of 4th dimension (“STO " "will be" only little
populated, because  the human beings will have preferred to hide from themselves, to ignore
their transdimensionnal predators and not believe in the game of the matrix " STS ".

So how, in this profound denial of reality, could they have escaped from their Gilded prison?

Most people who gravitated in our surroundings like other people, pursued their choice to journey
in "STS" and to ascend in the worlds "STS" to continue to believe that the Earth's  future will
become "Love and light". They believe in it firmly because their 4D predator, takes care to make
them believe this lie. New Age programming cut them off from their "STO" Supraconsciousness
and returned their brains. They will then remain in their condition of "cattle" for the 4 th dimension
predators or will themselves endorse the role of "STS" predator.

To open our eyes to the reality of this world is not easy. The one who truly dares to do so and to
see it "objectively" - that is to say, as it is - can only realize that there is no longer any hope of
saving this declining world because it  is neither to save, nor to change! One must "simply"
accept that this human world is "STS" and that it is about to implode!

Who can still believe that creating islands of light, creating alternative schools for children, building
communities of light, or sharing organic gardens can change anything? You really must bury your
head in the sand to pretend to believe it. There is only the predatory consortium "STS" too arrogant,
too imbued with themselves and their certainties - because too confident in his super technology -
who refuse to see it.

To believe in the utopia of redemption of this world and to take part in it, is to simply lie again and
again! These individuals flee Knowledge by refusing to see the Truth. They are afraid of their own
darkness and are unable to admit that they are at the mercy of their 4th dimensional "STS" predator.
They prefer to adopt the hypnotic philosophy "love and light", which is by far much safer for the
ego.

Despite all efforts to try to improve their World - thus outside themselves - they refuse to admit that
they will still be slaves to their own predators of 4th dimension. And whatever they do to change it,
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they will continue to remain so in the next cycle! The 4th dimension "STS" is only an improved 3rd

dimension, a more extended illusion.

"It is the truth that set free, not the efforts made to be free"

Krishnamurti

The new Earth in 4th dimension of consciousness "STO" is nothing but a "parallel universe" in
formation,  created  by  the  frequency of  resonance  that  propagates  each  individual  /  conscience
"STO". It is therefore a new potential for the future created by all those who have genuinely agreed
to relieve themselves of their beliefs, guilts, and attachments of 3rd dimension.

Nous avons tous le choix de persévérer dans une réalité qui nous arrange et qui nous est confortable,
soit ! Mais ce choix relève de l'illusion qui n'est qu'une réalité partiale et subjective propre à la 3ème
dimension.

It's about learning to SEE REALITY WITH OBJECTIVITY, that which is hidden behind the veil
of our illusions. Reality may seem to us scary, but when we know about it and learn our lessons, we
become untouchable and invincible for 4th dimensional Alien predation.

Only then will we be able to extricate ourselves from our world of illusions and rise to our new
reality.

Our vulnerability, our ignorance and our denial - the main faults of the human psyche - constitute
"dimensional portals" through which the manipulative consciousness of 4th dimensional predation
engulfs. Paul Ponsot that we quote here, also underlines the importance of detecting our flaws and
to know ourselves.

He writes:

"... On another level, to stop giving our energy to these entities without souls, we must do a
work on ourselves to identify and integrate our subconscious, that is to say our dark part,
the robot pilot by which entities without souls manipulate us It is only by identifying and
integrating our dark part that we will be able to connect to the source and get out of the
matrix, but to know oneself is something that few people have the courage to do ... It is
indeed easier to wait for an external saviour or an event than to work on oneself ... "

http://paulponssot.blogspot.fr/2015/02/ce-qui-se-cache-derriere-les-attentats.ht  m  l  

Question to the Angel:

If  we  understand  well,  after  a  certain  stage  of  consciousness  openness,  4th dimensional
predation has no longer any hold over certain people. Can you elaborate on that?

Let us take again the analogy with the prison guards.

When a prisoner escapes, the guards cannot afford to chase him outside the perimeter of the prison,
at the risk of letting the other detainees run away by leaving the prison unattended. Thus, when an
individual manages to extricate himself from the beliefs of the matrix, the Black Shadows -  his
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Guardians - never venture to torment him for a long time, since they would then put themselves in
grave danger.

It  is  important  to  understand  that  any  individual  who  truly  awakens  to  his  "STO"  Supra-
consciousness  -  his  Being -  inevitably  increases  his  frequency  of  resonance.  It  then  becomes
"disharmonic" with the 3rd dimensional frequencies and, so to speak, indigestible - asynchronous -
with those of the predatory Alien "STS" of 4th dimension.

Thus,  any  individual  who  accepts  the  game  of  predation  as  a  lesson  and  who  succeeds  in
transcending the programming inoculated in his psyche by the Aliens (fears, lies, false beliefs, etc.),
becomes not only untouchable for human predation of 3rd dimension but also for 4th dimension.
Therefore, the freed individual becomes "a pariah" for his fellow still under psychic influence. He
will automatically be banned by those who refute their karmic process and who have remained
subject to the "STS" matrix.

It is for this reason that your relationship circle melts like snow under the sun. This also means that
you will be ready to endure the frequency shift that will propel you into the other world, that of the
4th dimension "STO".

You must understand that if the "negative" energy coming from the worlds of Predation is
correctly perceived and used by a human consciousness of tendency "STO" - when the lesson
learned is  assimilated -,  it  is  transformed "mechanically" in energy beneficial  for his  own
elevation.

The  Black  Shadows  then  become  "teachers"  who  take  part  in  "strengthening"  your
knowledge. Applying the lessons of the Angel in your daily life, strengthen your Knowledge and
help elevating your resonance vibrations. It is only by reaching a higher frequency of consciousness
that you will strengthen your defence against predation of 4th dimension.

Thus, any individual who, during his incarnation, manages to become somewhat "Supraconscious",
will offer himself the possibility to be preserved from his predators who are only his "other Selves",
emissaries of a transdimensional karmic play, located in other dimensions and space-times. He will
therefore have no need to wait desperately for an outside saviour of the kind that will soon be
proposed by the Blue-Beam project of the world government.

Question to the Angel:

What  will  happen  to  4th dimensional  predation  when  terrestrial  frequencies  become
unbearable?

For your information, know that predators in 4th dimension know very well what awaits them. But
like  most  humans,  they  continue  to  believe  they  will  be  able  to  overcome the  acceleration  of
terrestrial frequencies through their technology. Thus, the most irascible of them - at least those who
do not accept to give up their  control over humanity -  using their  advanced biotechnology, are
cloning and storing thousands of human bodies, so that they can transfer their Souls into 3rd density
bodies and continue to tyrannize humanity in the cycle to come.
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Then also know that the recent battlefields in the world, in Syria, Iraq, Palestine, Ukraine, Africa
(the massacred students in Kenya), the plane accidents (Boeing 777 from Malaysia Airlines, Airbus
A320 of Germanwings), are all organized or provoked by the "STS" consortium of 4 th dimension to
provide human bodies to duplicate them.

They know how to provoke this type of catastrophe, by manipulating psycho-technology of the
"Mind Control" type at low frequency - the psyche of some (Military leaders, plane pilots, etc.) to
get them to perform abominable acts.

For 4th-dimensional geneticists, these spaces where many corpses of human beings are stocked are
predilection for perpetuating their experiences on the Soul, genetics, and consciousness. Thus, at the
moment of death, by freezing the passage of time, they recover the bodies of the "future" deceased
to extract it by means of an electromagnetic field, the mark of the Soul still present in the DNA.
Once they have been completed, they allow the pace of Time to resume its course, leaving death
complete its work. Fourth-dimensional predators "STS" have bio-genetic technology allowing the
manipulation of the Soul and the consciousness, inconceivable for a spirit of human dimension.
This is how they can resurrect (their clones), which in a few weeks will be ready to become the
"receptacle Biological / humanoid vessel "of the soul of a reptilian" STS "of 4th dimension.

Thanks to this transdimensional technology, most politicians and influential people on your planet
possess their clones. Some of them are already in use, while others are still  "dormant" in huge
reservoirs, hundreds of kilometres beneath the Earth's crust, that humans on the surface,

intentionally misinformed, called the Agartha.

The reptilian consortium-Greys-Dracos and others ... knows that after the Transition, their existence
is threatened in your sector of the Universe since their biology will be unable to resist the new
frequencies that will touch the Earth. It is for this reason that they also prepare their own transition
in this way.

From a human point of view, their way of proceeding might seem disgusting, However, it still is
legitimate from the point of view of that of a higher consciousness of 7 th dimension. The latter can
accept that the 4th dimension predation - even by acting in this way - automatically contributes to
the equilibrium of the Universe. This balance is expressed by the two polarities which constitute it:
The expansion which opposes entropy, a notion that the Biblical texts have translated as: For dust
you are, and to dust you shall return."

The "STO" Creation / Expansion cycle transforms antimatter into matter under the influence of the
thought of a creator / observer and the action of gravity. Continually, the egregore of thought /
consciousness  of the whole of humanity – which Constitute  a  gigantic  electromagnetic  wave -
transforms antimatter – under atomic form - in static matter. The resultant of this electromagnetic

Thought / consciousness corresponds to density, 3rd dimensional physicality, which is to say:

"For dust you are".

The entropy cycle of the energy principle “STS” leads in the end to recycle its "negative energy
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"by being swallowed by a black hole to become antimatter again: “To dust you shall return".

This negative energy of antimatter becomes "wave" again (the formless). Consequently,

it becomes available again to be transformed, in the form of particles of densified (matter, form),
through the intermediary of the creative intelligence of a thought "STO" and the action of gravity.

"Nothing is created, nothing is lost, everything is transformed" Antoine Lavoisier

The "Predatory Consciousness" of  the  most extreme "STS" faction is  therefore destined to  be
swallowed by a black hole to become dust again. Unable to accept the entropic and destructive of
their predatory status, they are therefore unable to evolve beyond the "infernal cycle of power over
others". Their only way out of getting into the cycle of entropy and not to be recycled, would be to
switch to an "STO" orientation to move towards higher dimensions of consciousness.

And it is precisely because these "predators Aliens" believe themselves invincible and too self-
confident - because they possess an exaggerated belief in their technology - than in their

next cycle of 3rd dimension, the return of karma will be difficult for them to bear.

Question to the Angel:

We have just understood that the Agartha, the "Hollow Earth" is not at all this Underground
World where our "human brothers" live in peace, harmony, love ... As we have been led to
believe by many messages transmitted by channelling. What is it really?

The New Age disinformation often evokes the Agartha, its intra-terrestrial peoples and its crystal
cities to leave the ignorant and utopians, to continue dreaming. For example, in recent years, many
"love and light" messages have been transmitted by "ADAMA" (the great priest of Telos and an
"STS" entity) and unfortunately many truth seekers (like you Jenaël years ago), fell in the trap.

Indeed, these intra-terrestrial cities where beings of great wisdom live exist indeed but are not in
any way populated by humans of 3rd dimension. However, other underground cities are prisons for
these replicating humans, which are headed by reptilian entities and Greys, who are responsible for
checking the population living there. As you have just learned, STS predation has the technology to
create  new physical  bodies  by  duplicating  the  Soul,  either  at  the  time  of  death  or  during  the
abduction of humans.

Thus, for centuries and centuries, during wars, disasters - natural or provoked - many human beings
whose Soul is "STS" are taken - missing persons - and are sequestered and "raised for breeding "in
these famous underground cities led by the" STS "predation. Similarly, many babies and children
who die or disappear during bombings - these so-called surgical strikes that target buildings in
countries at war - are taken as it is easier for 4th dimensional geneticists "STS" To duplicate an
"STS" Soul not yet "formatted". (It is important to note that predators never take a Soul truly in
orientation "STO".)
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There are underground large quantities of living human bodies cloned from "STS" human souls and
which contain either fractals of reptilian souls from the 4th dimension or are still completely devoid
of them (entities without souls). They are the presumed "brothers of light" known to the New Age,
but they are not yet "truly" human, as you see it.

This population of humans, human clones and "hybrid" replicants constitute a body reserve that will
be used by the 4th dimension predation to  repopulate the Earth after the Great  Transition.  It  is
therefore destined to be part of the future humanity "STS" of 3rd dimension.

These pseudo-humans who live in these cities, do not really live there of their own free will, since
their master-jailers have them, as they did it with you -  humans on the surface - suppressed their
memory. They know no more than you about the existence of other worlds.

So, in your opinion, where do all these pseudo-channelling come from the so-called Hollow Earth?
And what is the reality behind this gigantic lie?

You now know that to possess a "body with an assimilable or" edible "frequency for them, the 4 th

dimensional  entities  must  respect  the  free  will  of  the  individual,  that  is  to  obtain"  freely  "the
agreement of his conscience.

Satan's  cunning,  therefore,  consists  in  suggesting  to  ignorant  and  naive  individuals  to  decide
themselves of their confinement during great upheavals. Through their agents in the matrix, these
channels and false New Age gurus,  themselves  manipulated by their  4th-dimensional  predators,
prepare  humans  to  be  conditioned  psychically  to  obtain  their  consent. They  thus  tacitly
authorize them today, to kidnap them when the time comes -  that is,  when the collision of the
worlds takes place - and to make them their "servants" in a future cycle of existence.

Reptilian predators have therefore found a way to obtain the tacit authorization of many people.
Thus, by volunteering at the time of the Great Transition of the Earth, they will voluntarily choose
to join their false brothers of light in the Hollow Earth and thereby become "vibratory edible" in the
next cycle, for the predation of 4th dimension or will therefore propose themselves to become their
subjects.

That's why it's important to be properly informed! Sometimes the Truth can be difficult to accept,
but as the proverb says, a wise person is worth two and as the Cassiopeans claim it (in Laura
Knight's "The Wave"): "Knowledge protects!"

Transmitted by Sand & Jenaël
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